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COMMUNICATION OF AQUATIC MAMMALS IN THE ANIMAL WORLD
by Allison Fujimori, Ka'U High Schoo]

Introduction

"hang dolphins an individual creates a ga«s, others perfect it, and several

play it. We have here intelligent creation, teawork, and a capacity for atten

tion which are very rare in the «ni«al world." Mm has known for am ti«e that

dolphins are able to learn to perforn «any difficult tricks. However, only now

are they understanding these ani«als have renarkable nethods of c~ication.

If this is so, what about other aquatic ~ls, such as the walrus, horn-honking

trained seals  as the California sea lions are erroneously called! and whales2

Ani«al-fil« director Iran Tore spent «any nights with the white whale Ia«u and

reported that the five-ton «u~l was "the «ost intelligent creature I ever «et."2

Pinnipeds, which include the true  or earless! seals, sea lions, other eared

seals, and walrus', and cetaceans, which include the whales, porpoises and dol-

phins, are «a««als living near or entirely in water. aquatic aa««als ara descended

free land «a«nels, They developed over «illions of years special physiological

adaptations for life at saa. For exa«pie, the flippers of present day seals

gradually replaced the feet and legs of their ancestors. This «odification of

linbs hastpers pinnipeds, or "fin-footed ones," on land but helps then to «ove

«ora swiftly in water. +uatic «amals have larger, longer lungs than terrestrial

«signals. When the water-dwellers sub«srge, special «uscles or valves contract

to slow the flow of blood to the entre«sties, while allowing it to flow freely to

Robert Nerle, The Day of the Dolphin, p ~ D.

Willi¹«F. Evans, C~ication tn the hei«al World, p. 119.



the heart and brain. The ears and nose also close «hen under water.

This paper will cover the various methods of aquatic vernal cameaication-

visual signals, olfactory and tactile signals and auditory signals. Dolphin

"sonar" and the question that has interested man for centuries, "Can «e talk to

dolphins2," will also be discussed.

Resulted oi Research

Marine eemals do not have particularly good eyesight, although it is thought

to be better developed in the pinnipeds than cetaceans. Occasio»ally, a sperm «hale

vill lift his head to loot about, and the bottle-nosed dolphin can see moving

ob!acts in air at about forty feet. Because their eyes are placed laterally~

the sides rather than front, cetaceans lack depth perception and stereoscopic

sight. Their eyesight is further limited by the fact that ocean water is not

highly transparent. The small eyes of «hales, porpoises and dolphins can with-

stand cxtreaa pressure «hen the animals descend to greater depths. They are

equipped with special tear glands, which produce an oily substance for protection

against irritation by salt water.

Beacuse of their limited eyesight, it is not suprising that aquatic earls

do not communicate through visual signals to any marked degree. The hooded seal

of both sexes has an inflatable hood or pouch of muscle tissue  larger in the

male!, which extends from the nose to the top of the head. When angered or aroused,

the seal inflates the pouch, which turns a brilliant red and lets out ~ roar that

can be heard ad,les away. This audio-visual display is effective in frightening

away potential enemies beside f ro» displays involving territorial def ense and

mating, little fs known about the visual signals of aquatic mamals. 4

3J. H. Prince, Lan es of the Animal world, p. 132.

4Ibid., p. 64.
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Seals and walrus are aors gregarious thaa the land caraivoree they «ere

foraerly grouped with. ter epeciee are solitary, aad the aa]ority  notably the

eared seals! live ia coloniee called rookeries, whose populations raage fraa oaa

hundred to oae aillioa. Possibly, «atual identificatioa of parents aad young ara

aided by the cease of saell. Although aot especially well developed in piaaipede,

the tease of aasll is attltss4 hy ail yooaa aamals to a treater eateat that the

visual sense.

Whales snd dolphins have little or no sense of saell. Their olfactory

nerves are dead; olfactory bulbs � well developed in aamals with a keen sense of

snail are nonexistent in these aaiaals. Although they have lunge snd breathe

like other a~ala, cetaceans cannot live on dry hmd. her breathing nostrils

open externally through a blowhole  single in toothed whales, dolphins and por-

poises and double in baleen whales! and are usually located on the higheet point

of the head. The lungs are connected directly to the blowhole, not to the nouth

as in other asm«als. Sreathiag is syachronixsd with surfacing. Tha blowhole

eutaaatically closes when the aniaal subaerges.

Cetaceans have s keen sease ot taste. They locate fish by ueaas of sound

and decide whether to eat it by tasting the water nearby first.

Tactile organs on the skin of aquatic mammals are auasroue, and their seaee

of touch well developed. for exeaple, the walrus and earless seals uee their snout

vibrasee, or whiskers, to locate food along the auddy floors of turbid water

where they live. The sense of touch is iaportant in the care of the young and

courtship. The aother walrus defeads aad guards her young by carrying the calf

on her neck even whea swi«Iiag and diving. k courting pair of Falkland eea lions

will cliab ashore, sit facing each other snd caress each other by twisting their

necks froa side to side like snakes. Tha fsasle asy even occasionally nibble the

male'e neet.

Xn the beginning, dolphin courtship is gentle. The aale displays himself to
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his lady friend, and a certain amount of nussling takes place, accompanied by

high whining sounds. Pinaliy, the male becomes impatient and speeds toward the

female head on. The female races sway and is pursued by the mala. moth make

great leaps out of the water, vocalising loudly as they do.

Similarly, a pair of humpbacks will swim side by side exchanging blows.

Like dolphins, they may throw themselves out of the ~ster landing in a tremendous

splash.

Like other ~ls, marine msmals have internal ear structures with three

bones in the middle ear. The auditory nerve connects the hearing apparatus to

the brain, permitting sounds to be interpreted by the animal and allowing scientific

brain-mapping experiments to take place. This has been performed with much success

in the case of the dolphin. The brain~pping procedure consists of having the

animal anesthetized. The cerebral cortex is then stimulated by passing small

electrodes into the brain at various points and applying a weak electrical stimu-

lus. The dolphin is watched closely for response, including vocalisations. The

brain area is concerned with hearing, vision, tactile sensation, body movements,

and emotional response. If applied in certain areas of the brain, strong stimulus

causes dolphins to emit distress calls. It may be necessary to increase stimulus

in an area to elicit response.

Eared seals are noisy, while earless seals are quiet. During the mating

period, cows and pupa in a colony of eared seals may be heard howling and bleat-

ing. The loudest barks and roars, however, are those of the fully mature males.

Within a rookery of eared seals there is almost constant uproar caused by these

sounds. An occasional squall of a pup separated from its mother may be heard also.

In spring, eared bulls stake out territories in areas where they expect to

breed. They declare their intention to defend the territories with loud roars.

These animals are polygamous, gathering harems of cows ranging in numbers of ten

to fifteen in the case of Steller's sea lion, and up to a hundred in the case of
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northern for seal. The northern fur seal guards his harea !ealoualy day and

night, never leaving the territory long enough to seek food. He bellows defiantly

to protect both the females and territory. He does not trust cevs or neighbors

and will sometimes fight with other bulls.

Sea lion bulls, on the other hand, are more tolerant. The young male will

bellow and roar although he has no harem to defend. He appears to be preparing

for the end of his bachelorhood and when he can ceded hie own territory. Female

sea lions also vocalise, although their calls are of a higher pitch and lcwer in-

tensity than those of the males. The calls of female sea lions are associated «ith

mating and the care of young.

True sea1 sounds include lov growls, snorting and blowing. These animals are

promiscuous in their mating habits, although they do not congregate in large

rookeries or harems, Por example, the gray sea lion bull will fight for territorial

rights but not for cows. Seals defend themselves by advancing toward intruders

with their mouths open and uttering menacing cries or fleeing to water and diving

in. ht the end of the mating season, mature bulls will pull themselves on rocks

to bask in the sunshine and bicker over favorite spots.

Young seals do not swim autonatical1y; they must ba taught. The Weddell

seal mother, for example, employe the common, "Came on in, the water's fine," rou-

tine. Fourteen days after the pup's birth, the mother coaxes it to !oin her in

the water. She plunges in and scrapes a ramp for the pup to slide safely into

the water.

Several species of aquatic ~ls demonstrate remarkable homing and direc-

tion-finding abilities. The harp seal lives in Artie waters and reproduces in only

three locations within its range � the White Sea, western North Atlantic and an

Xbid., p. 65.

William p. Evans, Communication in the haimal World, p. 125.



area near Ne«feundland. The seal nigratee nilly or in anall groups to breeding

places in the fail, then returns to northerly latitudea in the amer. The

northern fur seal travels to breeding rookeries at a distance of alaoat nine thou-

sand ailee per year. The California gray «hale navigatea eix thousand +flea

noetly in the open sea. This yearly nigration ie feaa the Artie Ocean and Iering

Sea to the California coast and back.

Little io haooa of the m~aieaeioa of aigteeiaa ~ls except fst tho

short barks given by true seals to keep group eanbers «ithin certain areas.

professor E. J. Sli!per, author of the book Wb+I~, states that schools of ceta-

ceans are kept intact by the uae of sounds aa a eaana of eominication. kfter

being scattered by whale hunters, «hales «ay reaaeenbla by the uae of sound sig-

nals to each other. The mysterious naca suicides ceenitted by whales � as nnch ae

a hundred beaching theneelvea on shorty uae aiailar signals.

In Antarctica a fear years ago, thousands of killer «hales arrived at a fish-

ing ground but were driven a«ay by a single fjahernan's quarry. One ship radioed

a fleet of whaling vessels, and several «halere arrived, Only one shot «as fired

fron a single harpoon gun. Ho«ever, minutes later, not one «hale could be seen

in the fifty square-nile area covered by «haling ships, and none returned. The

one whale hit apparently sounded distress or alarn calle, and the infornation of

danger lurking on the surface of the aea spread quickly.

The entire life of the whale ia bound «ith tha ability to perceive and pro-

duce sounds. They hear sounds of the crustaceans they feed on and their fello«

whales crying out in distress. Bcho location � bouncing sounds off aubaerged ob-

!ects to deternine shape, sise and distance � ia used for securing food. Wny

7Plora Davis, Kl uent kninals: k Stud in Animal Camunication, p. 142o

8 Evoao ~o. cit., p. 123.

9Dooio, ~o. cit., p. 143.
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naturalists and fisheraan have reported hearing whistles snd ~ueals also.

Nilliaa E. Schevill end Villiaa k. @atkins of %edshole, Massachusetts,

recorded underwater cetacean sounds. They showed that aniaals use vocal sounds

to convey definite aeaniage. Of the aaay souxuls recorded, aaay of thee were dane

with the knowledge of the circuaetances under which they «ere made. kiso known

was their interpretive significance. These studies were made with hydrophones.

The utilization of many sounds probably depends ou echo location in locating and

securing food and also for comemication between individuals, The epera whale

produces meerous sounds, including a series of clicks, grating groans of a low

pitch, rusty hinge creaking, and auffled noises.l

Sounds of the white whale or beluga  a ueaber of a dolphin-porpoise sub-

feeily! were recorded by Schevill and Barbara Lawrence iu the lower Saguenay

River ia Quebec. They found that the aniaal richly deserved the title "sea canary"

because of its varied vocabulary consisting of ticking and clucking sounds, aews,

chirps, resonating high-pitched whistles and squeals, bell-like sounds, and low

trilie. These sounds are generally too high for huaan ears to detect unaided.

However, white whales occasionally emit sounds reseabliug a group of children

shouting at a distance. These sounds are aost likely produced by a streaa of air

bubbles froa the blowhole rather than the voicebox.ll

Nan has known for soae tiaa that dolphins are able to produce sounds aud are

affected by thee. hristotle clawed dolphins squeaked and aoaned in air when

captured, and other dolphins swam away quickly frow these noises. Strangely, he

believed they had no acoustic passageway.

<OBsse Forrester O'Irien, Dol bins � Sea Peo le, p. 70.

1>Flora 9avis, Bl uent kaiaals: h Stud in hniaal C~ication, p. I54.

12 Ml Gilbert, How Aaiuals Caeaunicate, p. 138.
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Dolphins ¹nd porpoises are so closely related that their names are used in-

terchangeably. The tern "porpoise" is correctly applie4 to the round-headed aae-

ns1s without beaks ¹nd laterally caayressed teeth. Oolphins have beaks and spike-

1ika teeth. goth are highly intelligent and favorites at various aarinel¹nds

throughout the United States. They have been taught to retrieve sticks, !unp

through loops and perfora a variety of tricks.

Moat of what we know of 4olphin camunication c~s froa studies of the play-

ful bottle-nosed dolphin  Tursi s truncatus! that weighs about three hundred

pounds. Zts brain weighs about three-and-a-half pounds � the largest brain for its

siss of sll «seals except aan. The brain is deeply furrowed, concoluted and

highly developed. Sane experts rank the intelligence of the dolphin between that

of the dog and chisapansee, and others say it even outranks the chiIspansee.

Xn 1953, M. G. Mood, curator at Harineland at St. Aogustine, Plorida, iden-

tified six sounds dolphins use to coanunicate with each other and for other pur-

poses. The jsw clap, a flat, abrupt noise that resenbles clapping, indicates a

threat or warning and is used by the eldest sale in the group. The short, flat

whistle, followed by a high-pitched nusical one, is a distress call. Dolphins within

hearing range will respond to this call. h nother dolphin whistles to her baby,

and the baby whistles back. The barking sound represents a warning or anger.

This sound was recorded fran an aninal being pursued by a shark. Adult anise

cuit yelping like a puppy's. This nay be a eating call. Mewing and rasping nay

be heard while the sninals are feeding. The "rusty hinge" sound is a dolphin's

"sonar." This nay be produced by rapidly pulsating clicks, which range fran ap-

proximately halt ¹ dosen to several hundred per second. Ieakuse of this high

rate, the sounds nay be heard by huaans only with special ~uipnant. 14

13Esse Porrester O' Brien, Dol bins � Sea Peo le, p. 138.

Vitus B. Droscher, The sterious Senses of JLaituLXs, p-
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Other vocal souads by dolphins include chirps, grunts, squawks, aad sounds

reaenbling the hued voice. Only dolphins associated with hunans produce loud

singing sounds heard at oceanariuns. Captive aninals are nore likely to produce

sounds above water then free-ranging ones. Ot, John C. Lilly, the aeurophyeiolo-

giat, studied the dolphin brain. He was unpressed by the souads produced and wae

deterained to learn their aeaning. Xn 1955, he built a laboratory for this purpose

ia the Virgin Xslands. awhile testing a dolphin ia a tank, he called to his assis-

tant "three-two-three," and the dolphin unnistakeably iaitated, "three-two-three."

Dolphins have no vocal chords, and scientists have had problems deteraiaing

their aethod of sound production until recently. Lately, research conducted

deaonstrated that deep inside the blowhole in the nasal passage, two flaps or

tonguelike projections overlap. M.r through the nasal passage causes the flaps

to flutter, producing noise. Variations in pitch are caused by increasing or de-

creasing pressure on the flaps. Sesides the flaps, also in the blowhole ie a aove-

able "tongue" or "plug" that aids in the productioa of sound.

The frequency range of dolphin noise vibrations are three thousand to two

hundred thousand per second. Noises resulting fran the high-frequency vibrations

include putting and creaking sounds. Whistling noises are often heard in the vo-

calixationa of do1phfns. They are of a fairly low range of six thousand to six-

teen thousand cycles per second, each whistle lasting one-half second. 16

Willian Schevill and Sarbara Lawrence carried out a series of experiaenta

with a dolphin on Nononesset Island, Massachusetts in 1958. They discovered the

dolphin could hear ultrasonic sounds in a far range and could perceive objects by

aeans of reflected sound. They also deaonstrated the dolphin uses the "rusty

hinge" sound as an echo locating or sonar device.

15Sil Cilbert, How Aaiaals C~icate, p. 154.

~ Esse Porrester O'Srien, 9ol hins � Sea Pep le,p.70.
17 Vitus S. 17roscher, The sterioua Senses of kaiaais, p. l9.
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Recorded sounds of dolphins  recordings slowed down for analysis! contain

pings and resulting echoing piags clearly audible aad visible on the oscilloscope

screen. Captive dolphins accept fish only after transaittiag sounds to fish and

use echo location to find food. Tone varies with rate and is often awitted slowly

enough to be heard separately. h tonelike effect results if the rate is increased

to about two doxen or nore per second. Sounds reaeabliag groaniag, ae«ing or

aoaaing result if the rate is stepped up to over one hundred per second.

By bouncing sound off underwater objects, the dolphin deteraiaes the shape

of the target or obstruction, direction and distance to it. For exsaple, by

using this aethod a fish is distinguished froa a rock. The "rusty hinge" sound

is the audible part of the soaar souad or series, hrthur McSride, first curator

at Marineland at St. hugustine, discovered that bottlemosed dolphins frequently

swia around or jump over a fine aesh net. They avoid being caught in a net «ith

a aesh sixe of ten iaches or nore. h fine aesh aet probably appears to be a

solid barrier because density reflects sounds, although soae species of porpoises

aad river dolphins can avoid any aesh siss.

If a dolphin tank was purposely aade turbid aad fish «ere thrown in, a dol-

phin could still locate the fish. If it «ere blindfolded «ith suction cups

placed over its eyes, the dolphia could still locate the fish, s«ta around «ith-

out difficulty and surface «ith the price in its aouth. Using the sonar in the

ssae way, the anijsal navigates across auddy waters of docks and piers.

Whales and aeabers of the dolphin faaily "see" objects through water by

seading out aessages, and both possess a rich vocabulary of other signals.

br. Lilly, «ho has done experijsents of this kind decided on studying the dolphin

for several reasons:

for exaeaple, the dolphin has a brain approaching wan's in
siss and coeplexity; it probably has the ability to learn aa interspecific

Millian P. Evans, Coweuaication in the hniaal Morid, p. I3l.
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language; it is similar to man anatomically and physiologically; it is
not' too large to deal with; aa empathy is usually established between
a sub!ect and investigator; the dolphin can and does make humanoid
sounds, often mijiickiag our speech; and at least one species � the bot-
tleaosed dolphin � is easily obtained iu the warm waters aloy~ the Florida
«nd Carolina coasts, near the Virgin Islands, and elsewhere.

The young anal is taught dolphin language twenty or so months before it is

weaned. Lilly believes the cultural history of the species is passed oa during

this time. Dolphins have ao written history aad must use oral ccwemication.

Many primitive hebe-.tribes use this method today.

Coaemicatioa of dolphias is probably complex aad highly descriptive. Lilly

believes these animals may be every bit as intelligent as man, although in a dif-

ferent way. He says some above~ster sounds of dolphins-~de only in the presence

of human beings � resemble human laughter, whistles, cheers, aad syllables in a

high-frequency range. They try to coemaaicate with mau by lowering their vocal

frequencies to audible ranges and vocalize in air rather than in water for human

benefit. Lilly counsels that it fs necessary to keep ia mind that the sub]ect must

be exposed to human vocalizations for a long period of time and everything must

be done to secure a mutual friendship between the man and animal.

Lilly coaxed dolphins into producing audible sounds ia air or water. Human

vocalizatioas were emitted alternately above and beneath the surface of the water.

Underwater speakers and microphones, or hydrophones, were placed in tanks contain-

ing the mammials. They became accustomed to the sounds of human voices and in

turn conveyed sounds to speakers ia the laboratory.

The mammals initially emitted only the usual dolphin sounds. Later, whistling

games ware played between the dolphins and investigators. They mimicked many

human sounds, including letters of the alphabet and laughter. These were often

made aad directed to the dolphins by Mrs. Lilly. The mimicking sounds are unin-

telligible until they are recorded aad played back at a slower speed. Zt is

evident that these big mammals compress our own drawn out words into tiny spurts
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of continuous sound.

Conclusions and Rec~endations

Cetaceans are the only nonprimates possessing a highly efficient and complex

"language." Qr. Lilly's investigations will determine if extensive comuaication

with them is possible, whether all dolphin "Language" is the same and if there

are certain "dialects" for different areas. Even if the efforts are unsuccessful,

what has been learned from aquatic mammals can be applied to c~ication «ith

other apeciea.

The movie and novel The Da of the Dol hin by Robert Marie spurred my i»-

tercet in the possibility of oral coistunication between marine ~ls and man.

iLlthough ficticious, the story accurately portrays the intellectual capacity of

the dolphin, an excellent representative of marine ammals.
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SEANAN'S BEST FRIEND
by Heather Carvalho and Gail Silva, Sacred Hearts Academy

Abstract

This report includes the "how to's" and "w~'s" of dolphin training.

Each stunt is taught in a uniqUe way with constant attention and patience.

Dolphins axe trained to do stunts fox marine entertainment parks in many places.

Most of this res=arch paper uses e~arnples of the dolphins at Sea Life Park on

Oahu. Dolphins are loveable ancE intelligent,, the perfect animal for performances,
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DoLphins have been the subjects of books~ magaiine and newspaper articles~

motion pictures, and television aeries and speciala for several years now,

People have had this great interest in dolphins for at least 2,500

years+ We can find pictures of dolphins, or animals with a very similar like-

ness, an Greek coins and pottery along with drawings that were made before

the time of Christ

Dolphins have been the good frieze of seamen for many years because the

men thought that they brought them good luck.

The modernly interest in dolphins began in the late 1930's. Just after

W.W .XI, people became aware cf the fact, that dolphins cauld be taught to do

many tricks,

Dolphins are extremeLy responsive to humans~ and they show a great deal of

individuality in their behavior, This, along with their intelligence, tends to

lead peop1e, even those who use them as experimental subjects, to think of tham

as humans.

One area that makes the doLphin so advanced is their highly social be

havior. This has been the cause for humans trying to communicate with thee

for so many years Up to now, they have been unsuccessful, because they say

humans are too dumb, but they are atil1 trying

In this report, we wiU. try to cover the "how to's" and "why's" of train-

ing these marvellous geniuses of the sea.
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SHAPHifG

Shaping is the reinforcement of a certain trick. The reason for shaping is

to perfect certain stunts the dolphins already does naturally~ or to add on to

ones he has learned,

Shaping is the most important area of training. Actually, it is the «ain

training for the dolphins+ The reinforcement is usually a fish or a whistle

blow~ These are signals meaning "well done." or "keep trying,"

There are certain steps to shaping a do3.phin~ In order to explain this I

will use the example of a trainer who wants a pair of dojkphMs to jump over a

bar

Dolphins and parpoises are afraid of things that don~ t live in the ocean

and seem to have no scant, sound~ ar mavement. Naturally, the dolphins were

frightened. of the bar.
L

Step One was to overcome their fear of things like bars~ while trying to

give them same kind of idea of what was wanted. The trainer then put a rope on

the floor of the tank. The dolphins refused to pass to the other side of tha

tank because it meant passing that strange abject lying sa still~ maybe ready

to eat them. So, the trainer tried bribery with fish. She gat into the water

with scca of their favorite toy's and called to them They refused, She then

got out of the tank and tried to scare them over the rape by throwing a beach

chair at them. It worked', As they passed the rope, the reinforcement whistle

came and many fish followed, They now weren't afraid af the rope and understood

what was being required of them, After a few mare crossing they were doing it

readily on their own.

Step Two is ta give then a challenge. The challenge was to lift the rape

up half way through the tank. This gave the dolphins a chance to make a mistake

by going under the rope, Once they knew they had to go any over i4 Step Three
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began,

Step Three was to gradually lift the rope to the surface so they'd have to

jump over it, and not just swim over it. After they jumped the surface rope, it

was raised higher and higher into the air Each time they crossed the rope,

+Dey were rewarded THE DQLPffXNS WERE SHAPE! TO JUMP A MR ABOVE THE HATKR1LL

SIGNALING

Signaling is the use of cuee to tell the animals when to do a particular

stunt. The reason for signals is simply for communication between trainer and

dolphins. The dolphin must learn exactly what that cue means and to obey it

whenever it is heard,

There are two main types of signals. The first is hand motions and the

second is underwater electronic sound systems.

For many years hand signalswere used, but problems came up too often be-

cause of them Different trainers had different signals, and even the slightest

change vill confuse the dolphin. Then they will go h".bo a corner and sulk, get

sick, etc... So, if a trainer had a day of or was sick, the shows just had to

suffer. The second reason problems arose from hand signals is that dolphins

are not seeing animals as much as they are hearing animals. The image of the

signal is often blurred and once again the poor animal becomes confused

The underwater electronic sound system i.s much more advanced. and practical

than simple hand signals. The advantages of the sound cue ar great. Xf the

dolphin is on the opposite side of the tank, the trainer doesn't have to get its

attention so that the signal can be seen. Sound cues are heard throughout the

tank, Next, dolphins are hearing animals~ so they can easily distinguish one

sound f rom another. Trainers are able to take vacations or rotate without the

worry af the show suffering~ since the sound cues don't change. The response
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is s3.so ~ch faster. There are some problems with this system. The dmin

problem is that the trainer himself cannot hear the cue while he's out of the

water. There have been times when the trainer thinks that all of a sudden the

dolphin forgot all he learned~ or that he is sick, when it's actually because

the main switch was not put on. These vere the types of signaling.

There are also rules to signaling. They axe extremely important so tha. the

dolphins don't get canfuyed,

A. Nevex time your stunts at exact intervals The dolphins can pick up on this~

and soon they' ll be spacing their stunts at those intervals-not by the sig-

nalL

B. Leave the cue on longer than it's off, so they learn that the sound means

to do the trick and no sound means no trick This is caU.ed Stimulus

Control.

STUNTS

Dolphins and porpoises have been trained to perform many tricks. These in-

clude high jumps, jumping over bars~ doing the hula, wearing leis, beaching into

a beautiful pose, ringing bells, and somersaults. 08 ccmrse~ there must be many

others, but this proves the flexibility, intelligence, and friendliness found

in these wonderful creatures

High pumps consist of having the dolphin pump straight into the air to

begin, Gradually the animal is only reinforced as he jumps higher than before,

%hen the goal of the trainer is reached>a fish ie held at that height and the

dolphin's new goal is to Get That Fish'L This is a relatively simple trick for

a trainer since the animal is a natural pumper in the «pen seas.

Jumping over bars is a gradual process. beginning with a rope at the bot-

tem of the tank. Xt's then lifted half way up the tank to reinforce going over
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and not under the rope. Little by little the rope is moved up until the trainee

has' tham /Raping over the bar to her or his satisfaction.

The stunt of doing the Hula is actually the dolphin balancing on its tail

fin in one azea of the water. This is done by first xeinforcing the tail bal-

ancing~ then the trainer puts a hoop a~d the dolphin to keep it in one place.

You might not think wearing a lei is a stunt, but it is because plastic leis

can irritate the dolphin~s softy sensitive skin. This stunt takes «lot of pat-

ience on the part of the trainer, and endurance on the part of the dolphin. The

only way to teach this is to keep putting the lei on, enforcing it, putting it

on again, etc...

Beaching is when the dolphin comes to the edge of the tank and pulls itself

up to the deck. Xt then poses for us in a beautiful arco This was taught when

a dolphin would~ out of play~ beach itself and get reinforced,

When you see a dolphin ring a bell the next time you see a mar|ne show,

please appreciate it, This is a very difficult thing to teach a dolphin. The

traiuer must get into the water and sometimes push the dolphin|;s nose against a

paddle to make the bell ring. The dolphin resents this, so it takes a1ot of time,

and patience. Once it is learned>the dolphin engoys ringing it as a new toy.

Jkgain, reinforcement is used every time the bell is rung.

The somersault is another natural stunt that has to be enforced. whenever a

dolphin decides to do iti Since dolphins are quick to learn and like to do

somersaults, it is easiex' to do than some other stunts. Reinforcement is

absolutely necessaxyi

PROBLEMS

The first headache obtained by dolphin trafners is the problem of giving

antibiotics to newly captured dolphins. The trainers complained that the anti-

biotics vere the cause of fights and unhappy moments in' the relationships between
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dolphins and trainers~ but the scientists claimed that they never administered

antibiotics for "no reason." They later discovered the answer. Mhen a dolphin

is captured. its body can't fight off the new germs that he was never exposed to

in the ocean. The animal.'.:s resistance to these germs is so low that he may die

within four or fiv» days in captivity. Aside from this problem~ there are also

many mechanical problems. The electronic cues used to signal the dolphins, along

with the P.A. system, vere exposed. to salt water and weather conditions daily,

which caused many problelllse

The workers are human eo some problems were mistakes. An example of this

is when the chlorine drip for one of the tanks  chlorine was to prevent bacteria

growth! was left too high, and the dolphin suffered for days. The tz'ainers

wondered why he wouldn't eat~ and. one day they found out, Someone had thrown

a fish into the tank, and since <the dolphin didn'0 eat it, it had to be taken

out before it rotted. One of the trainers jumped in, and was instantly' blinked.

His eyes wez'e quickly washed out until he could see again. The chlorine content

was strong enough to bleach laundry,

Th dolphins also put in their' shaz'e of the problems. They thought it was

fun to teeter over the walls of the tank. Because the water content was so high,

they managed to get up there, but they often fell out onto the hard ground below.

They suffered a few scrapes and bruises which wasn't what the trainers feared

the most. They were afraid they might fall out during the nig+,'dry out~ and

die. This could very well be, because if no one was around to put them back in

the water, they could indeed die. lf the animal was smaLL~ there wasn't too

much of a problem; but when the 400 lb. bottlenosed dolphin fell out~ it took

lots of muscle to return it to the tank. The trainers would. yell at theme but

this just seemed to make the game more fun, Fortunately, they eventually got

tiz'ed of this game.
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Another favorite pass-time of the dolphins was smashing into the gates of

their pens. Harp dolphins have been known tc break through their gates, and

find their way into another dolphin's peni even if they don't like thei~ neighbor.

Dolphins do get angry with humans and other dolphins, but they wi1l always

give a wazning bjr making a clicking sound with their blowhole~ or they will "bus~

a swimmer, by iooming by and making an especially loud sonar blast. In scene

cases the next action might be to strike the swimmer or other dolphins with their

tails or dorsal fins. In cases like this, the dolphin must be trained to do

something else while swimmers are in the water~ or if they can't be distracted

from the swixeeers, they must be penned up until the swimmers are out of the water.

Although they might frighten people.e~ they very rarely hit anyone.

Although there may be many problems involved with training these animals~

there are far more rewards.

CONCLUSION

Wb hope that the readers of this report, agree with us that dolphins and

porpoises are extremely talented and loveable creatures. They seaa to respect

us as we should respect them. Xf they didn't we would ne'ver have been able to

train them.

For further details and infmmation~ we recommend the book LacLs Before The

Mind, Zt's a very informative~ factual book on the training of dolphins and

porpoises at Sea Mfe Park.

~lO.X~ Although this r.port only refers to dolphins~ porpoises are also subject
to all areas of this report.
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HAWAII'S MARINE MAMMAL--THE HUMPBACK
by Doris DUldulao, Pahoa High School

As man continues to invent more and more yrodscts, which need comb~tible

substances such as oil, we also search near and far for these snbstaaeem~

Nan has searched in the earth, by drilling through the crest in search of oil.

Bet this wasu't enongh. Man has also discovered that same whales are also rich

in oil One of the most ccmmcn ef these ~s of whales is the Hmrpback»

They migrate to the Hawaiian waters annually. Here they are protected from vhalers

of other conntries. + report is about this cheerfal whale - the hwnpback.
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When the water» of the Artie Net» too icy cold, «hales migrate to tropical

seas. 4 lot of hogback» are seen 4«rimg the winter meath» in the waters

between Naai, Molokai, and Lanai They have boca known to be the most athletic

and play&0. of all whales.

The Me t ~ , better known as the h~c|L has many other

names such as hump or bmnoh. These cetaceans are part of the Nystacoceti

clam» of baleen whales. Baleen whales have no teeth and capture their food

with the humpback's baleen or whale bone. But there are still fwrther sub-

divisions, that the h«mpback is a part of. They axe part of the rorq«a1» of

Balaenopteridae. This division has short baleens, a dorsal fin, and 70 to

100 grooves on their ventral side  See Fig. 1!

CHARACTERISTICS

The Humpback» are 40 to 54 feet long with huge flippers 1/4 to 1/3 of its

total length They can be easily identified from other rorquals becouse of

their long, distinctive fins These giants are averaged to be 29 tons which

accounts for their speed. They are slow swimmers, as slow as 1 $ to 5 knots,

therefore can easily be caught by whalers, using primitive methods. They

have black tops and sides but their ventral side is white One h«mpback whale

was found to have 1000 pounds of barnacles adhered ta it
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These whales have gained a reputation for being the most athletic and

playful of all whales. Their frequent leaps,oilear out of the water, part~.

spinning and falling back with a mighty splash can be heard and seen for miles

Humps are often known as the singing whales. The humpback has a long and

complicated, melodious song, which is also unique fxom other whales Xt

has been studied and found to have a definite pattern, and has been used as

the backgxoung of a new symphany. Whale watchers have been observing the

song to be changing evexy year and has determined that the Atlantic and pacific

humpback whales' songs vary in composition. Their song usually lasts $ to Q

minutes but has been recorded for hours or more depending on the certain singing

humpback The song has been heard to be repeated almost identically with the

only difference in the tone. Scientists believe that higher notes indicate the

changing of their feelings Humpbacks are able to find each othex over laxge

stretches of ocean. With their low-frequency sounds throbbing outward for

miles and miles, they communicate information about their speciis and location,

if there are no obstacles.

As you might already know, humpbacks are very friendly If you are

aboard a ship cruising in the waters between Maui, Molokai, and Lanai, and a

few black sea creatures with spouts come suddenly swimming along the side of the

ship, do not be afraid for they are the friend1y humpbacks They are known to

come from the sea, unexyectedly and sail with ships that are not whaling ships

They have been known also to suppoxt a wounded comrade until thy themselves

fall victim to wha1ers. Humpies also come to the assitance of pregnant

females and their young.
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REERODUCTXON

The humps migrate to Hawaii, some to mate, others to give birth.

Scientists have watched the be.s, or male whales, when attracting attention

of the cows or females during mating season. They stand with their heads

underwater, while smacking their tail flukes on the surface.  See Fig 2!

Once the bull attracts attention, they both may rise vertically out of the

water with their stomachs facing each other.  See Fig. 3! Observers

have agreed that the mating act is preceded by prolonged and tender foreplay

For example, the pair could make swimming motions in each other's direction

and stroke each other with their bodies and flippers

3oth sexes have the same organs as do all other mama~. Except that the

male' testicles do not lie in a scrotum outside the body, but at the rear of the

abdominal cavity behind the kidneys. The females sex organs are in the exact

same place in the abdominal cavity as the male's testic1es are

The females sex organs consists of a vagina with a heavily folded mucous

membrane, a two-horned uterus, the Fallopian tubes, and the ovaries.

The ovaries of the humpback look like clusters of grapes A pink corpus

luteum develops form the empty follicle shell after ovulation Xt produces

hormones which helps the embryo, attach to the wall of the uterus Like

all mamnmQ.s, if the ovum is not fertilised, it will shrivel. The newborn

comes into the world, tail first and must be able to swim to the top, for

his first breath. Once the calves are born, they are like cow calves They

get their nourishment from their mothers, but they cannot recieve warmth Mom

her, and they must swim along her right side The chances for a female whale

to give birth to twins and triplets are the same as a human beings
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The birth pxocess of the great whales has never been obsexved. The

information that I have found was only from females that were stranded

or captured during birth There is no way for whalers to know that vhale

cove are pregnant until they are harpoonedi This is why, there is not mach more

whales in the world today ~ Whales axe like people, but they can not keep

up with mankind Female whales can only bear betveen 6 and 15 young

in her lifetime of 15 ta 30 years. If she is allowed to live that long.

CONCERNING HAWAII

In Ancient Hawaii, whale meat had. a minor importance as food source

When whales were vashed on the shores they-were valued and wex'e the property

of the chief. Whaling vas important to Hawaii because whalers used the

islands for refueling and supplies. This lasted 50 years, from 18~ to 1850

Pleasure crafters today, on the Kona coast of the Big Island, are

worxied about the danger of whales leaping clear out of the watex unexpectedly

and crushing the boats.

PROTECT ZQN

The humpback whale vas adopted by the Hawaii State Legislature in 1976

as the official marine manmMLl of our state. Waters between Maui, Lanai,

Molokai, and Kahoolawe were declaxed the first whale preserve in, the

United States. This proclamation states that the migration months for

humpbacks, December to May, will be whale reserve months in the county of

Maui. The humpbacks are protected from whalers during these months-
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In the beginning of this century the hmmpbacks were. not considered

endangered Only in the late sixties humans began to realise that the whales

of the world were in the process of extinction But nothing was done, until

the United States proclaimed the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and

the Endangered Species act of 197$. Hazgr organisations were establiahed

to save -the whales.

The most famous, in Hawaii, is Greenpeace. It operates out of

Vancouver, British Columbia, and has a branch in San Francisco. Greenpeace

believes in the direct approach They look for whalers. When they spot

pods of humpbacks, or any other whales, they send rubber boats to go between,

the whales and whalers' harpoon boat Nargr people are now aware of the near

extinction of vhales and other cetaceans. But there are still soma who need

these whales to live.

CONCLUSION

I have never seen humpback whales befoxe. But as humpbacks still live

in the world's watexs today, I hope there will alvays be these friendly,

athletic, playful, and harmonious whales in my years to come. I have

learned a lot about the humpback. But thexe is still more to know.

The world should realise the happiness of having such sea aemaals to

delightfully watch and soaaday learn more about
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REPRODUCTION OF HUMPBACK WHALES
by Angela Park, Hana High School

INTRODUCTION

What kinds of safety laws and programs are there for humpback whales?

Why have they become an endangered species? Humpback whales are enormous

animals, when fully grown, they are 45 feet long and weigh over 40 tons,

Newborn calves weigh close to 2,000 pounds. They are non-agressive and show

no feeling of hatred toward man; they are usually known as the peaceful giants.

RESULTS OF RESEARCH

Humpback whales are the most common off the coast of Washington and all

around the Hawaiian Islands. The whales have gained a reputation of being

most athletic and playful by the way they leap clear out of the water, spin-

ning and falling back with a mighty splash.

Their main foods are anchovies and krill, which are found in the northern

fishing grounds and are gathered from May to December. Krill are shrimp-like

animals that measure up to 24 inches in length but are usually only I4 inches

Iong.

The humpback is up to fifty-four feet long with huge flippers that are one-

fourth to one-third its total length. The average length of a humpback is

forty feet.

It has an average weight of twenty-nine tons. These whales are slow swim-

mers and can easily be caught by whalers, who use primitive methods. They stay

under water for four to seven minutes between breaths.

The humpback has a low, broad, jet-shaped spout, that goes along with a

puff. Humpbacks' reproduction involves considerable loveplay. They do it by

caressing each other, slapping each other with their flippers or gently
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swimming past one another with bodies gently touching, They mate, facing

one another, chest to chest, and rising to the surface at great speed. The

gestation period lasts ten to thirteen months. The calf is sixteen feet long

at birth. At three years sexual maturity is reached in both male and female

humpacks.

Humpback whale courtship usually involves a lot of leaping and splashing

out of the water, and playful taps with their flippers, As soon as the excite-

ment is over, the pair mate belly to belly, usually lying on their sides or

sometimes rubbing themselves together in a vertical position in the water.

The single young calf is born tail first, otherwise the calf might drown

while coming out from its mothers' body.

Most whale mothers are protective and caring toward their young. Among

different types of whales that travel together in groups, an "auntie" or "mid-

wife" often swims close during the birth process and helps the mother push the
1

newborn to the surface to get its first breath of air,

The nipples of the mother whale are enclosed in slits, one on either side

of her reproductive opening. Whale milk is a rich and highly condensed food,

consisting of as much as 40 to SO percent fat and 12 percent protein. On this
2

fare, the youngsters grow quickly and steadily.

The whales'sense of sme11 is of little use, because during dives their

nostrils are closed tightly. Above their eye is a tiny opening, almost invisible

and about the size of a pencil lead, which is the ear. In spite of this small

opening, the whales' hearing is very sharp. It receives many sound vibrations

through its head and the forward portion of the body. The sounds are thought

ta be produced by methods that include the movement of air in the nasal passages,

since the whales have no vocal cords. Whales use a variety of sounds to locate

one another in the ocean and to communicate often a mix of pure notes, chirps

and chords; these whale sounds can be very powerful.
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Like all other marine mammals, whales descended from ear1y land mammals

that, at some point in their evolution, returned to the sea. Some sixty million

or more years ago, whales, along with dolphins and sea cows, came from plant-

eating, hoofed mammals that adapted to life in the sea. Gradually developing

and changing over a great period of time, the whales became one of the most

specialized of all modern mammals.3

For centuries, men of many nations have been killing them off, in tre-

mendous quantities. They killed whales for a lot of things, such as oil for

lamps and a high grade lubrication oil, male whale cells for candles, ambergris

for the best perfumes, and whalebone for padding and undergarments.

The Washington State Commerce Committee approved a bill restricting the

capture of killer whales for display in commercial attractions. In 1935 a

serious attempt occured to slow down the killing of whales in the Antarctic.

It happened when the whaling nations agreed to forbid the hunting of right

and bowhead whales, which were almost extinct by this time, and to stop the

taking of female whales while a calf was nearby. In 1966 the International

Whaling Commission  IWC! finally protected both blue and humpback whales. The

action was almost too late, for both species were already close to extinction.

There are two federal laws that protect the humpback whales. Both the

Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and the Endangered Species Act of 1973

prevent the taking of humpback whales.

On December 12, 13, and 14, 1979, on Maui, there was to be an important

meeting discussing a proposed sancturary for humpback whales in the Hawaiian

waters.

Scientific experts and government officials were to attend the meeting.

According to Jo Ann Chandler, acting director of the Sanctuary Management

Office, the objective of the meeting was to come up with some guidance from

a scientific perspective as to what program is best. Ms. Chandler was quoted
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as saying, "It is a three-day scientific gathering which brings together many

of the top national and international experts on the subject that will cost

about $1G,OOO.«

According to a 34 year old former San Francisco attorney, «It is clear

that the humpback has been, is and will be put together by human activity."

Since there was an increase in the number of people expected to attend

the meeting for the protection of the whales in Maui's waters, the Lahaina

Restoration Foundation decided to reschedule the opening sessions. The three-

day public session was held in the Mokihana Room of the Maui Surf on December

12.

The workshop was sponsored by the Office of Coastal Zone Management of

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the U.S. Department of

Commer ce.

According to a Coastal Zone Managment statement, the humpback whales come

to Hawaiian waters each winter to calve and raise their young, as well as court

and mate. Their conservation depends, partly on the protection of the species

during crucial periods in their life cycle.

Among the topics discussed were; the life history characteristics of the

humpback whales, experimental conditions necessary for survival, activities

which may affect the whales, potential mechanisms to increase the present

protection of the whales, criteria which local, state, and federal action

should fulfill, and research and public education priorities.

"The meeting was the result of a 1977 proposal, written by James Hudnall,

asking for a protected sanctuary in the waters bounded by Maui, Molokai,

Lanai and Kahoolawe.« "This is the second time a group of scientists have

met in Hawaii to discuss the problems of the humpbacks.« "The result of the

workshop was a definition of harrassment which federal agents could use to enforce
the Marine Mammal Protection Act." "The panel is proposing the sanctuary extend«4
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from Kuala Island to the Big Island, covering the waters from the shore

5
out to the 100 fathom ledge."

"Instead of Hudnall's proposal, he recommended the panel consider establishing

a 24-hour whale hot line to take calls on harrassment, as a depository for data

collected by scientists on the humpbacks in Hawaii, and uniform harrassment

rules enforced all over the Hawaiia~ chain." The panel ended Oecember 14, and�6

will publish its recommendations in February.

CONCLUSION

I have chosen this area to study, because I feel that saving the humpback

whales is a very protective thing to do. Although I do not know too much about

humpback whales, I for one, think that having a sanctuary for humpbacks is the

greatest thing anybody would consider doing. By doing my research on humpbacks,

along with their characteristices, 1 have felt myself become more interested

to know more about them, such as, what is really going to happen to them in

the near future.

I have done quite a lot of research on these whales and now, looking over

it, I am glad that I was able to write a paper about this important type of

whale--the humpback.
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